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This study was conducted in order to determine what

safety practices and procedures were employed in the indus-

trial plastics laboratories in the secondary schools of the

Fort Worth Independent School District.

Data were obtained from literature in the field of

safety education in industrial arts and from an information

form mailed to the teachers of industrial plastics in the

Fort Worth Independent School District.

Hazardous conditions were found to exist in a majority

of the laboratories due to a lack of sufficient floor space

and work stations and the absence of proper guards on

machines, proper storage facilities for flammable liquids,

painted danger zones and nonskid surfaces on floors around

machines.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The production of plastic materials and products is

becoming one of the largest industries in the United States.

Since one objective of industrial arts education is to deal

with materials and processes used in industry, many school

districts have expanded their industrial arts programs to

include courses in industrial plastics. Due to the nature

of the materials used and the work conducted in the indus-

trial plastics laboratory, the safety of the student must

be a prime consideration in the design of facilities to

house plastics laboratories and the development of teaching

methods employed therein.

Need for the Study

Although studies of safety in general have been con-

ducted recently, none were concerned solely with the unique

problems inherent in teaching industrial plastics. This

study determined safety standards to be used in evaluating

safety education in plastics laboratories. These standards

were then applied to the plastics laboratories of the Fort

Worth Independent School District, and recommendations were

made for the improvement of facilities and safety education

therein.

1
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to survey the facilities

and the safety practices and procedures employed in the

teaching of industrial plastics in the high schools of the

Fort Worth Independent School District, Fort Worth, Texas.

In order to make sound recommendations concerning the im-

provement of facilities and the improvement of safety educa-

tion in industrial plastics classes, it was necessary to

seek answers to the following questions:

1. What are the accepted safety standards applicable
to industrial plastics laboratories?

2. To what extent do the industrial plastics labora-
tories conform to accepted safety standards?

3. To what extent is safety education taught in
industrial plastics classes?

4. To what extent do the teachers of industrial
plastics feel that their training in safety educa-
tion has influenced their own methods of dealing
with safety in their laboratories?

Delimitations of the Study

This study was limited to the industrial plastics

laboratories in the high schools in Fort Worth, Texas. The

study was concerned with the safety practices and pro-

cedures employed by teachers of industrial plastics in

regard to the following:

1. General safety in the laboratory

2. Machine safety

3. Safe handling and storage of materials
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Sources of Data

Data for the study were obtained from two sources.

Data concerning recommendations for facilities and methods

of safety education were obtained from books, bulletins

of state boards of education, magazine articles, bulletins

issued by plastic manufacturing companies, and other

studies related to safety education in the field of in-

dustrial arts. Data concerning the actual condition of the

physical facilities used in teaching industrial plastics,

and data concerning the methods of safety education employed

by teachers of industrial plastics were obtained through an

information form which was mailed to each teacher of indus-

trial plastics in the secondary schools of the Fort Worth

Independent School District, Fort Worth, Texas.

Methods of Procedure

In order to conduct the study, it was first necessary

to establish criteria for evaluating the industrial plastics

laboratories in regard to the following:

1. Is the general layout of the laboratory in keeping
with good safety practices?

2. Are the machines in the laboratory equipped with
the proper guards and safety devices?

3. Are flammable and toxic materials stored and handled
safely?

4. Are the teachers of industrial plastics pursuing
safety education according to recommended standards?

The above criteria were established through research in the
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field of safety education in industrial arts. Sources

consulted for data included books, bulletins of state

boards of education, magazine articles, bulletins issued

by plastic manufacturing companies, and other studies

related to safety education in the field of industrial arts.

From the criteria established an information form was

devised concerning the facilities employed in teaching

industrial plastics, and the methods of safety education

employed by the teachers of industrial plastics. The names

of the teachers involved in teaching industrial plastics

were obtained from the office of the Consultant for Indus-

trial Arts in the Fort Worth Independent School District.

Since there were only seven teachers of industrial plastics,

each teacher was contacted by telephone and informed of the

study. All seven, or 100 per cent, of the teachers agreed

to cooperate in the study, and a copy of the information

form was mailed to each.

Within two weeks, all seven, or 100 per cent, of the

information forms had been completed and returned. The

results of this phase of the study were then placed in

tabular form for the purpose of evaluating the findings of

the study. From the findings, conclusions were drawn, and

recommendations for the improvement of facilities and the

improvement of safety education were made.
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Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, certain terms were

assigned special definitions. This was done in the in-

terest of clarity and brevity in presenting the results

of the study. The following definitions were employed.

1. Students is defined as the group of students enrol-
led in industrial plastics classes in the high
schools of Fort Worth, Texas.

2. Teachers is defined as the seven teachers of in-
dustrial plastics in the high schools of Fort
Worth, Texas.

3. Industrial Arts is defined as the phase of general
education which deals with industry and its impact
on society.

4. Laboratory is defined as the facility which houses
the equipment and materials required to teach a
course in industrial plastics.

Related Studies

A study by Miller in 1952 was concerned with safety in

general in the industrial arts laboratories in the Fort

Worth Public Schools. Miller concluded that most of the

instructors of industrial arts were safety-conscious, and

that safety was taught as an integral part of all laboratory

activities. The study also made recommendations concerning

'Ralph W. Miller, "A Study of Safety in the Industrial
Arts Programs in the Fort Worth Public Schools, Fort Worth,
Texas, Based upon Recommended Safety Standards," unpublished
master's thesis, Department of Industrial Arts, North Texas
State University, Denton, Texas, 1952, p. 106.
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methods of safety education for use in the industrial arts

laboratory. 2

A study by Pickett in 1955 concluded that, in general,

industrial arts teachers in Fort Worth were concerned with

individual and group safety during all instructional activi-

ties. This study also concluded that these instructors had

not had adequate training in first-aid or safety education. 3

Miller and Pickett are in agreement that, in general, the

industrial arts laboratories do not contain sufficient floor

space for the number of students enrolled in the classes.

A study by Latham in 1961 provides useful information

concerning the design of industrial arts laboratories.

Latham concluded that the facilities used by ninety-five

teachers of industrial arts failed to meet the standards

established by the study. 4

2 Ibid., pp. 17-58.

3A. D. Pickett, "An Analysis of the Industrial Arts
Program of the Fort Worth Public Schools, Fort Worth,
Texas," unpublished master's thesis, Department of Industrial
Arts, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, 1955,
p. 155.

4James H. Latham, "A Study to Determine What Constitutes
Adequate or Desirable Physical Facilities for Industrial
Arts Laboratories in Public Schools," unpublished master's
thesis, Department of Industrial Arts, North Texas State
University, Denton, Texas, 1961, p. 194.
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A study by Campbell5 in 1968 developed standards for

use in planning or renovating industrial arts laboratories.

Data presented in the study were used in establishing

criteria for evaluating industrial plastics laboratories.

A study by Morrow in 1969 found that "a core of safety

practices should be used by instructors in their organiza-

tion and administration of an effective accident prevention

program in school laboratories. "6 Morrow also found that

"safety is incorporated into the everyday laboratory exper-

iences rather than being taught as a separate unit."

5Bernice S. Campbell, "A Study to Develop Standards for
Use in Planning or Renovating Industrial Arts Laboratories
in Public Schools," unpublished master's thesis, Department
of Industrial Arts, North Texas State University, Denton,
Texas, 1969.

6.
Virgil R. Morrow, "A Study of Safety in the Industrial

Arts Laboratories in the Dallas Independent School District,,"
unpublished master's thesis, Department of Industrial Arts,
North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, 1969, p. 87.

7 Ibid.



CHAPTER II

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND FACTORS AFFECTING

SAFETY IN THE INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

LABORATORIES

The study dealt with the teachers of industrial plas-

tics in the secondary schools of the Fort Worth Independent

School District, Fort Worth, Texas. There were only seven

secondary schools offering industrial plastics, with only

one industrial arts teacher in each of the schools teaching

this instructional area.

Teacher Experience and Teaching Assignments

All seven of the teachers, or 100 per cent, had earned

Bachelor of Science degrees. None of them had completed the

requirements for a higher degree. Two, or 28.6 per cent, of

the teachers had never taken a course in plastics on the

college level, while three, or 42.8 per cent, had taken one

course, and two, or 28.6 per cent, had taken two courses in

plastics.

The teachers were asked to indicate to what extent

they believed that the safety education methods to which they

were exposed on the college level had influenced their

methods of dealing with safety in their laboratories. Four,

or 57.1 per cent, of the teachers indicated that this had a

8
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great influence upon their own methods of dealing with safe-

ty, while two, or 28.6 per cent, indicated moderate influ-

ence, and one, or 14.3 per cent, stated that the influence

was slight. Therefore, 100 per cent of the teachers agreed

that the methods of safety education to which they were ex-

posed on the college level had at least a slight influence

upon the methods employed by themselves.

Table I indicates the experience and teaching

TABLE I

TEACHER EXPERIENCE AND TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS

I, 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0

ExperiencezZ. z z z 0

Number of years experience 11 3 5 2 3 1 1
teaching industrial arts

Number of years experience 5 2 5 2 1 1 1
teaching plastics

Number of years experience 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
in the plastics industry

Number of plastics classes 3 10 10 10 5 10 0*
taught per year

Number of other industrial 7 0 0 0 5 0 10
arts classes taught per year

*Teacher No. 7 taught plastics in conjunction with

woodworking. His school had no classes in which only plastics
were taught.
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assignments of the seven teachers involved in the study.

As shown in the table, only four of the teachers taught plas-

tics on a full-time basis. None of the teachers had more

than five years of experience teaching plastics, and none

had any experience working in the plastics industry.

Table II shows the number of students enrolled in

plastics in each school. This number is compared to the

TABLE II

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN PLASTICS CLASSES IN SEVEN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE FORT WORTH

IND. SCHOOL DIST.

o 0 0 0 0 0 0z z z z z

Number of industrial 900 1030 1400 N.R.* N.R. 1500 900

arts students in
each school

Number of students 100 270 260 366 150 300 0**

enrolled inplastics
classes in each
school

Percentage of indus- 11.1 26.2 18.6 -- -- 20.0 0**

trial arts students
enrolled in plastics
classes in each
school

*No response

**Teacher No. 7 taught plastics in conjunction with wood-
working. His school had no classes in which only plastics
were taught.
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total number of industrial arts students in each school and

also expressed as a percentage of the total industrial arts

enrollment. There were two, or 28.6 per cent, of the teachers

who did not respond to one of the questions used to obtain

data for this table. The purpose of Table II was to indicate

the number and per cent of industrial arts students affected

by the safety education methods employed by the teachers

involved in this study.

General Laboratory Safety

In order to evaluate each of the laboratories in terms

of general safety features, a series of questions was de-

vised concerning topics relating to the personal safety of

each student working in each laboratory. The teachers'

responses to these questions were then compared to recom-

mendations of various authors on industrial arts laboratory

planning and management. In this manner it was possible to

evaluate the industrial plastics laboratories involved in

the study in terms of generally accepted physical standards.

It is considered desirable for the office in an indus-

trial arts laboratory to be located in a position which

allows the teacher a full view of the laboratory from inside

the office.

Offices placed in laboratories should be given
central locations, preferably along the ends of main
work areas. They should be separated by transparent
partitions from all areas in which students work so
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that teachers can maintain visual control of their
offices during class periods.1

Four of the seven teachers, or 57.1 per cent, indicated

that the entire working area of the laboratory was visible

from the teacher's office, while three teachers, or 42.9

per cent, stated that it was not visible.

Two major causes of accidents in industrial arts

laboratories are a lack of shatterproof goggles and unsafe

clothing worn by students.2 All seven teachers, or 100

per cent, stated that safety goggles were provided for

student eye protection. One method of making a student's

clothing safer for wear in the industrial arts laboratory

is to cover loose clothing with a snug-fitting apron while

the student is in the laboratory. While all seven teachers,

or 100 per cent, stated that aprons were provided for

student use, only three, or 42.9 per cent, required students

to wear aprons in class.

A study by Morrow in 1969 found that 75 per cent of

the teachers surveyed believed that a first aid kit should be

provided in all industrial arts laboratories. 3 Brown also

states that "each laboratory should be equipped with a first

1Robert D. Brown, Industrial Arts Laboratory Planning

and Administration (Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1969), p. 58.

2Ibid., pp. 287-288.

3Morrow, op. cit., p. 39.
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aid kit. . ."j4 All seven teachers, or 100 per cent, indi-

cated that there was not a first aid kit located in the

laboratory. However, six teachers, or 85.7 per cent, stated

that students were required to report all accidents, regard-

less of severity.

It is considered highly desirable to establish and

maintain good housekeeping procedure in the industrial

arts laboratory. "Safety engineers point out that there is

a definite relationship between the number of accidents in

an industrial shop and the housekeeping conditions in the

shop."5 All seven teachers, or 100 per cent, stated that

brushes were provided for use in cleaning machines and that

all waste materials were removed from the laboratory each

day. In addition, five teachers, or 71.4 per cent indicated

that air hoses were also provided for use in cleaning mach-

ines, but only four of the five teachers stated that the air

hoses used were equipped with approved safety nozzles.

An important piece of safety equipment in any indus-

trial arts laboratory is the fire extinguisher. Many flam-

mable materials are used in the plastics laboratory, as are

devices which create a great deal of heat. The California

Industrial Arts Shop Planning Committee states that "Fire

extinguishers are required shop service equipment and must be

4
Brown, op. cit., p. 291.

5 Shop Safety Education (Albany, New York, 1949), p. 75.
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located conveniently and marked or labeled conspicously. "6

All seven teachers, or 100 per cent, indicated that fire

extinguishers suitable for use on class A, B, and C fires

were located in each laboratory.

In evaluating an industrial arts laboratory in terms of

safety features, one factor which must be considered is the

size of the laboratory. Standards or recommendations for

laboratory size are generally expressed in terms of the

number of square feet of floor space required per student.

Recommendations vary from one author to another, and also

according to the type of laboratory. As plastics laborator-

ies are relatively new to the field of industrial arts, very

little has been published concerning recommendations for

floor space in plastics laboratories. Since plastics labor-

atories contain much of the same equipment found in wood-

working laboratories, it was decided that for the purpose of

this study, standards that have been established for wood-

working laboratories would be used to evaluate the seven

plastics laboratories dealt with in the study.

Brown recommends a floor area of 90 to 100 square feet

per student for woodworking laboratories, with 100 square

6 California Industrial Arts Shop Planning Committee,
Guide for Planning and Equipping Industrial Arts Shops in
California Schools (Sacramento, California, 1956),, p. 3.

7 Brown, op. cit., p. 44.
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feet per student being rated as "good." The California

Industrial Arts Shop Planning Committee has recommended

that floor area in a woodworking laboratory be from 75 to

125 square feet per student, stating that 100 square feet

per student is "adequate. " A study by Campbell found

that, based upon the recommendations of eight different

authorities, the floor space in a woodworking laboratory

should be from 75 to 125 square feet per student, with 100

square feet per student designated as "adequate."9 There-

fore, for the purpose of this study, the floor space

required for a plastics laboratory was determined to be

75 square feet per student as a minimum, 100 square feet per

student as adequate, and 125 square feet per student as the

desirable floor space.

Table III shows the available floor space in each of

the seven plastics laboratories utilized in the study. The

floor space per student was computed in terms of both the

average and maximum number of students per class in each

laboratory. The table shows that none of the laboratories

met the minimum standards for available floor space. Based

on the average number of students per class, the available

8California Industrial Arts Shop Planning Committee,
op. cit., p. 2.

9 Campbell, op. cit., p. 53.
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TABLE III

AVAILABLE FLOOR SPACE AND WORK STATIONS

o 0 0 0 0 0 0
Floor Space and z z
Work Stations

Q) 0 ) a ) ) ) a)
1C: rd rd r d cd

ci) ci cic) ca) ca) Wi

Maximum number of stu-
dents per class 35 30 28 34 35 30 34

Average number of stu-
dents per class 28 27 27 30 30 29 30

Total usable floor
space, in square feet 1722 605 1700 1107 800 1200 1800

Floor space per student
in square feet, based
on maximum number of
students per class 49.2 20.2 60.7 32.6 22.9 40.0 52.9

Floor space per student
in square feet, based
on average number of
students per class 61.5 22.4 63.0 36.9 26.7 41.4 60.0

Number of work stations
in each laboratory 28 22 28 24 N.R.* 17 28

Students are assigned
to specific work
stations NO NO YES NO NO NO NO

*No response

floor space in each of the seven laboratories ranged from

22.4 to 63.0 square feet per student. The table also shows

the number of work stations located in each laboratory. In

four, or 57.1 per cent, of the laboratories, the number of
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work stations was less than the average number of students

per class in the laboratory. This situation increases the

problem of overcrowding caused by the lack of adequate floor

space. Only one, or 14.3 per cent, of the teachers stated

that students were assigned to specific work stations in

the laboratory.

Machine and Power Equipment Safety

Many of the machines located in an industrial arts

laboratory are comprised of various moving parts such as

motors, pulleys, gears, belts, blades, or cutting tools

which present a potential safety hazard to the operator.

It is essential that these machines be equipped with the

proper types of guards to minimize the risk to the stu-

dents operating them. "Safeguarding all mechanical equipment

in the school shops and laboratories is a responsiblity

which the school administration must meet."1 0

There are two basic types of guards generally employed

on machines in the industrial arts laboratory. These guards

may be classified as power transmission guards and point of

operation guards."

Power Transmission Guards

Power transmission guards are designed to prevent safety

hazards caused by the moving parts of a machine used for

10 Shop Safety Education, op. cit., p. 51.

1 Ibid., p. 52.
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the mechanical transmission of power. "These items in-

clude a motor, generally, and all other revolving and re-

ciprocating parts sUch as shafts, pulleys, belts, gear-

trains, and arms likely to involve persons in an accident."1 2

Brown states that "guards and housings are used to protect

operators from mechanisms. . . They enclose gears, belts,

pulleys, and shafts. . . Most pieces of equipment provide

adequate protection from their mechanisms . . ."13 Power

transmission guards are generally built into a machine by

the manufacturer.

It is highly desirable that guards be supplied
as integral parts of pieces of equipment. If the
installation of a guard is made optional by a manu-
facturer, it will not always be purchased; and it will
seldom function as well as a guard that is planned as
an important part of the total design.1 4

Power transmission guards should be constructed of a durable,

rigid, incombustible material, preferably metal.

This type of guard should be made of incombust-
ible materials. Wooden guards that become impregnated
with oil are a fire hazard. Cast iron, sheet metal,
wire mesh, expanded metal, or metal slats are examples
of acceptable materials for use in constructing guards.
The guard should not be flimsy, but instead should be
sufficiently strong to retain its shape and resist
damage under ordinary shop conditions.15

12 Ibid., p. 53.

13 Brown, op. cit., p. 225.

14Ibid.

15 Shop Safety Education, op. cit., p. 53.
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Table IV presents data concerning power transmission

guarding on the machines located in the seven industrial

plastics laboratories of the Fort Worth Independent School

District. The table shows the total number of each type of

machine located in all seven laboratories combined, and then

indicates the presence or lack of power transmission guards

on each type of machine. Also shown in Table IV are data

on the nature and construction of these guards. From the

table it will be noted that many of the machines were with-

out power transmission guards, and that some of the guards

that were used were not of the nature and construction

generally considered most appropriate and safe. Of the 108

machines or devices shown in the table, only 66, or 61.1 per

cent, were equipped with power transmission guards. There-

fore, 42 pieces of equipment, or 38.9 per cent, were not

equipped with power transmission guards.

Point of Operation Guards

A point of operation guard is a device which provides

protection for the operator of a machine at the point where

the actual cutting, grinding, and drilling takes place on

the machine.

Guarding is installed to prevent student from
being injured by coming in contact with those parts of

the machine where various types of materials are cut,
drilled, shaped, or formed. Additional hazards which
exist at the point of operation are those which are
associated with feeding, inserting, or otherwise mani-
pulating stock while the machine is in operation.
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The function of point of operation guards are two-
fold--that of protecting the student from the moving
material as well as from the moving machine parts.1 b

Concerning point of operation guards, Bollinger stated that

many machines do not provide adequate protection, and that

it is difficult to design guards for certain types of machines.

Unfortunately, some machines such as drill presses
and lathes cannot be guarded at the point of operation
without making efficient o3e ration inordinately diff-
icult or even impossible.1

Point of operation guards should be well designed, easy to

use, and should not interfere with the work of the operator

of the machine.

Guards, when used, must be simple in design and
positive in action, and must interfere as little as
possible with the operation of the machine. Guards
that adjust themselves automatically to the work being
done are to be preferred over manual types.1 8

Table V presents data concerning point of operation

guarding on the machines located in the seven industrial

plastics laboratories of the Fort Worth Independent

School District. Of the 108 machines or devices shown

in the table, only 16, or 14.8 per cent, were equipped with

point of operation guards. Therefore, 92 pieces of equip-

ment, or 85.2 per cent, had no means of protecting the

operator at the point of operation. It is also shown in

1 6 Ibid., p. 54.

1 7 Brown, op. cit., p. 225.

1 8 Elroy W.. Bollinger. "Principles of Industrial Arts
Equipment Selection," Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
XXXI, no. 3 (March, 1942), p. 129.
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Table V that several of the guards in use were not of the

nature and construction considered most desirable.

Safe Handling and Storage of Materials

An important aspect of safety in an industrial arts

laboratory is the proper care and storage of materials. In

the plastics laboratory, there are various forms of plastic

materials which are widely used and must be stored in a safe

manner to prevent injury to students and damage of materials.

In addition, there are various solvents, cements, and fin-

ishing materials used which are highly combustible, present-

ing another storage problem.

Table VI shows the extent to which various materials

were used in the seven plastics laboratories surveyed.

Materials were classified under four categories: sheet

plastic, plastic resins, plastic cements (solvents), and

finishing materials. Under each category, the teachers

responding were given an opportunity to list any other

materials used which were not included on the information

form. In addition, a fifth category was included on the

information form for any other materials not included in

any of the first four categories. However, there were no

responses listed in the fifth category, and it is not in-

cluded in the table.

The most extensively used sheet plastic material was

acrylic, with all seven, or 100 per cent, of the teachers
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TABLE VI

EXTENT OF USE OF VARIOUS MATERIALS IN
SEVEN PLASTICS LABORATORIES

Extent of Use

Material H

X 0

Per Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent

Sheet plastic
Acrylic 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Styrene 1 14.3 4 57.1 1 14.3 1 14.3
Vinyl 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 57.1 3 42.9
ABS 0 0.0 2 28.6 1 14.3 4 57.1
Polyethylene 0 0.0 2 28.6 0 0.0 0 0.0
CAB 0 0.0 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

Plastic resins
Polyester 4 57.1 2 28.6 1 14.3 0 0.0
Epoxy 0 0.0 2 28.6 3 42.8 2 28.6
Plastisol 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 28.6 5 71.4
Erethane 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 14.3 6 85.7

Plastic cements
Methylene chloride 5 71.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 28.6
Ethylene dichloride 2 28.6 1 14.3 1 14.3 3 42.8
Daybond cement 0 0.0 3 42.8 2 28.6 2 28.6
PS-18 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 14.3 6 85.7
PS-30 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 28.6 5 71.4
Acetone 0 0.0 1 14.3 0 0.0 6 85.7
Eastman 1 14.3 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0
Super glue 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Finishing materials
Enamel 0 0.0 4 57.1 3 42.9 0 0.0
Lacquer 2 28.6 0 0.0 2 28.6 3 42.8
Alcohol 2 28.6 0 0.0 2 28.6 3 42.8
Polishing Compounds 6 85.7 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0
Laquer thinner 2 28.6 0 0.0 4 57.1 1 14.3
Turpentine 1 14.3 1 14.3 4 57.1 1 14.3
Acetone 2 28.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Dyes or pigments 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
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indicating that acrylic sheet was used extensively in each

of their laboratories. Polyester was the most extensively

used plastic resin, with four, or 57.1 per cent, of the

teachers indicating that polyester resin was used exten-

sively in each of their laboratories. The most extensively

used plastic cement was methylene chloride, with five, or

71.4 per cent, of the teachers indicating that methylene

chloride was used extensively in each of their laboratories.

The methods of material storage employed in the seven

plastics laboratories of the Fort Worth Independent School

District are shown in Table VII. The recommended method

for storage of sheet plastic is to provide racks which hold

sheets in a vertical or near-vertical position.

Sheets should not be piled flat. Upon arrival at
their destination, sheets should be unpacked and
stacked vertically in racks. This eliminates the
possibility that hard particles, such as sharp-edged
pieces of plastic, metal chips, sand or cinders, might
become lodged between the sheets. When piled horizon-
tally, the pressure of the sheets will force such
particles into the plastic. In vertical storing,
sheets should be adequately supported to prevent
bowing.19

The Rohn and Haas Company recommends the use of storage

racks which are angled ten degrees from the vertical.

"Angled racks give full support to the sheets yet permit

easy removal of individual sheets from any rack."2 0

E. I. Du pont De Nemours & Co. Plastics Department,

Handling & Fabrication of Acrylic Sheets (Wilmington,
Delaware, 1968), p. 6.

20 Rohm and Haas Company, Rohm and Haas Plexiglass Design
and Fabrication Data (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1968), p. 2.
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TABLE VII

METHODS OF MATERIAL STORAGE EMPLOYED IN
SEVEN PLASTICS LABORATORIES

Method Employed

Material Storage Yes No

No. Per No. Per
i- Cent Cent

Sheet
plastic

Plastic
resins

Plastic
cements

Finishing
materials

stand vertically in racks
lie flat on racks
lie flat on floor
stand vertically against wall
locker for small cut-off s
bins for cut-offs
lie flat on top of lockers

locked metal storage cabinet
metal cabinet sithout lock
locked wooden storage cabinet
wooden cabinet without lock
open shelves
locked storeroom

locked metal storage cabinet
metal cabinet without lock
locked wooden storage cabinet
wooden cabinet without lock
open shleves
storage in office
locked storeroom
rack with dispenser bottles

locked metal storage cabinet
metal cabinet without lock
locked wooden storage cabinet
wooden cabinet without lock
open shelves
locked storeroom
locked closet in finish room

5
4
1
5

3
1

2
0
3
1
1
1

3
0
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
4
I
2
1
1

71.4
57.1
14.3
71.4
42.9
14.3
14.3

28.6
0.0

42.91
14.3
14.3
14.3

42.9
0.0

42.9
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

14.1
0.0

57.1
14.3
28.6
14.3
14.3

2
3
6
2
4
0
0

5
7
4
6
6
0

4
7
4
6
6
0
0
0

6
7
3
6
5
0
0

28.6
42.9
85.7
28.6
57.1
0.0
0.0

71.4
100.0
57.1
85.7
85.7
0.0

57.1
100.0
57.1
85.7
85.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

85.7
100.0
42.9
85.7
71.4
0.0
0.0
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Five, or 71.4 per cent, of the laboratories surveyed

utilized vertical storage racks for the storage of sheet

plastic materials. There were six other methods employed

in various laboratories, and these are also shown in

Table VII. Although vertical storage racks were utilized

for storage of sheet plastic in a majority of the labora-

tories, all of the laboratories utilized other methods of

storage as well.

Plastic resins, plastic cements, and all of the finish-

ing materials listed in Table VI (with the possible exception

of certain polishing compounds) are classified as flammable

liquids and should be stored accordingly.

The storage of flammable liquids such as gasoline,
thinners, benzene and other liquids present many
problems from the standpoint of convenience, fire
control and prevention, health of students, and
explosions . . . Flammable liquids should be stored
in approved safety-type containers and then kept
in fireproof cabinets or rooms. Finishing su lies
should be stored in fireproof metal cabinets.

Table VII also shows that plastic resins are stored in metal

cabinets in only two, or 28.6 per cent, of the seven

plastics laboratories, while other less desirable methods of

storage are used in some laboratories as shown in Table VII.

Plastic cements were stored in metal cabinets in only three,

or 42.8 per cent, of the plastics laboratories. Finishing

materials were stored in metal cabinets in only one, or 14.3

21 Wayne S. Ramp and Marvin E. Johnson, "Planning and
Maintaining a Safe Environment for Shop Students," Accident
Prevention Manual for Shop Teachers, edited by William A.
Williams (Chicago, 1963), p. 193.
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per cent, of the plastics laboratories surveyed. In some

laboratories, more than one method of storage was employed

for certain types of materials.



CHAPTER III

METHODS OF SAFETY EDUCATION EMPLOYED IN THE

INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS LABORATORIES

The safety of each student working in an industrial

arts laboratory is the responsibility of the teacher. The

amount of time a teacher devotes to safety education in his

laboratory is an investment in the well-being of the stu-

dents in his classes.

From the time that shopwork was first introduced
in schools, the possibility of accidents has weighed
heavily upon the conscientious teacher . . . . With-
out attempting to discuss legal responsibilities, it
might well be assumed that safety to the student
should, and generally is, the most immediate and
constant concern of the shop teacher.1

It is essential that the industrial arts teacher con-

sider it his duty to strive for effective safety education

in all phases of work conducted in his laboratory. The

quality of safety education in each laboratory is solely

dependent upon the efforts of the individual teacher. In

addition, if students are taught to be safety-conscious in

the laboratory, they may tend to be safety-conscious at

home as well.

It would seem reasonable to expect that every
teacher in elementary and secondary schools should
accept the responsibility of giving safety instruction

1Emanuel E. Ericson and Kermit Seefeld, Teaching the
Industrial Arts (Peoria, Illinois, 1960), p. 163.

29
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and developing safety consciousness in students. In
the industrial-arts shop and laboratory, superior
opportunities for such instruction present themselves
because the nature of the work and the type of materials
and equipment used more nearly parallel conditions in
the home under which accidents occur . . . . in the
industrial-arts setting, safety practices for the home
can best be stressed in connection with the use and
handling of such materials as acid, inflammable sub-
stances, paints and finished, electrical appliances,
fire, slippery floors, etc.

In order to study the methods of safety education emp-

loyed in the seven plastics laboratories of the Fort Worth

Independent School District, three categories of teaching

procedures were devised. The three categories of procedures

employed were general safety teaching procedures, machine

safety teaching procedures, and materials handling safety

teaching procedures.

General Safety Teaching Procedures

A study by Miller established recommended methods of

teaching safety in industrial arts laboratories. Of the

methods recommended by Miller, the general safety teaching

procedures which were recommended by five, or 100 per cent,

of the sources cited in the study were as follows:

1. Safety talks by teachers
2. Safety rules
3. Accident posters
4. Visual aids
5. Safety bulletin boards
6. Student safety engineer

2Ibid., p. 174.

3 Miller, op. cit.
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7. Demonstration of proper use of machines and hand
tools

8. Instructions relating to each phase of work
9. Constant watchfulness for hazardous conditions

10. Individual attention
11. Discipline

One other general safety teaching procedure which was recom-

mended by four, or 80 per cent, of the sources cited was

the use of a student safety committee.5

Table VIII shows the frequency with which each of the

recommended general safety teaching procedures was employed

in the seven plastics laboratories surveyed. Six of the

procedures were employed often by all seven, or 100 per

cent, of the teachers responding to the information form.

These procedures included safety talks by the teacher, safety

rules established by the teacher and given to the stu-

dents verbally, demonstrations on the proper use of machines

and hand tools, instructions relating to each phase of work,

constant watchfulness for hazardous conditions, and efforts

to insure good discipline. One procedure, individual atten-

tion, was employed often by six, or 85.7 per cent, of the

teachers. There were two procedures that were never employed

by five, or 71.4 per cent, of the teachers. These two pro-

cedures were safety bulletin boards and student safety en-

gineers. Two procedures were never employed by three, or

42.8 per cent, of the teachers. These two procedures were

allowing students to help in making safety rules, and

4 Ibid., pp. 23-24 5Ibid.
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TABLE VIII

PROCEDURES EMPLOYED IN TEACHING GENERAL LABORATORY

SAFETY IN SEVEN PLASTICS LABORATORIES

Frequency with Which
Procedure Was Employed

General Safety Often Sometimes Never
Teaching Procedure No. Per No.Per No Per

Cent __. Cent Cent

Safety talks by teacher 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Safety rules posted 2 28.6 4 57.1 1 14.3

Safety rules established by
teacher and given to students
verbally 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Allow students to help in
making safety rules 0 0.0 4 57.1 3 42.9

Accident posters 2 28.6 2 28.6 3 42.8

Visual aids 2 28.6 4 57.1 1 14.3

Safety bulletin board 1 14.3 1 14.3 5 71.4

Student safety engineer 0 0.0 2 28.6 5 71.4

Demonstration of proper use
of machines and hand tools 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Instructions relating to each
phase of work 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Constant watchfulness for

hazardous conditions 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Individual attention 6 85.7 1 14.3 0 0.0

Efforts to insure good
discipline 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Test on safety rules 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

accident posters. In addition, two other procedures, the

posting of safety rules and the use of visual aids, were never

employed by one, or 14.3 per cent, of the teachers.
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Machine Safety Teaching Procedures

Two machine safety teaching procedures recommended by

Miller are use of painted danger zones on floors around

machines and instruction in the correct use of guards on

machines.7 A study by Morrow made further recommendations

as follows:

1. Provide a non-skid floor area to stand on when
operating machines.

2. Give laboratory demonstrations emphasizing the safe
use of hazardous machines.

3. Prohibit machine operators from talking when oper-
ating any machine.

4. Fasten all machines to floor.
5. Use coding on8power-driven machines to emphasize

danger areas.

A precaution cited by Miller was the need for regular in-

9
spection of equipment for unsafe conditions. This point

was further emphasized by Morrow.1 0

Table IX shows the frequency with which each of the

recommended machine safety teaching procedures was employed

in the seven plastics laboratories surveyed. Three of the

procedures were always employed in all seven, or 100 per

cent, of the laboratories, and two of the recommended pro-

cedures were always employed in six, or 85.7 per cent, of the

laboratories. However, danger zones were always painted on

the floor around machines in only one, or 14.3 per cent, of

the laboratories. Non-skid areas were always employed on

6Ibid . 7 Ibid., p. 56.

8Morrow, op. cit. , pp. 19-27. 9Miller, op cit. , pp. 20-21.

10 Morrow, op. cit., pp. 17-18.
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TABLE IX

PROCEDURES EMPLOYED IN TEACHING MACHINE SAFETY

IN SEVEN PLASTICS LABORATORIES

Frequency with Which
Procedure Was Employed

Machine Safety
Teaching Procedure Always Sometimes Never

Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent

Students are instructed in
the proper and safe manner of
operating a machine before
they are allowed to use it 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Safety is discussed when
demonstrating how to operate
a machine 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Danger zones are painted on
the floor around machines 1 14.3 2 28.6 4 57.1

Machines are inspected daily
for unsafe conditions 6 85.7 1 14.3 0 0.0

Students are taught proper
use of guards and safety
devices that are on machines 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Students are prohibited from
talking while operating a
machine 4 57.1 3 42.9 0 0.0

Nonskid areas are employed
on floor around machines 2 28.6 1 14.3 4 57.1

Machines are fastened to
the floor securely 4 57.1 3 42.9 0 0.0

Machines are color-coded to
identify danger areas,
moving parts, etc. 6 85.7 1 14.3 0 0.0

Students are instructed to
report unsafe condition of
any machine to teacher 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

the floor around machines in only two, or 28.6 per cent, of

the laboratories. Four, or 57.1 per cent, of the teachers
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responding to the information form indicated that painted

danger zones and non-skid areas were never employed on the

floor around the machines in each of their laboratories.

Materials Handling Safety Teaching Procedures

Morrow recommended that instruction should be given in

the proper use of fire extinguishers, and that the location

of fire fighting equipment in the laboratory should be

marked.11 Ramp and Johnson recommended that "the storage

facility for flammable liquids and other similar materials

should be located so that sun rays or other sources of heat

do not reach them."12 Hosey and Bricker recommended that

students be made aware of the properties of the materials

used in the laboratory, especially in regard to flammable,

corrosive, or toxic substances and materials which could

cause allergic reaction.1 3

Table X shows the frequency with which each of the

recommended materials handling safety teaching procedures

was employed in the seven plastics laboratories surveyed.

There were three procedures which were always employed by

all seven, or 100 per cent, of the teachers, and two other

11 Ibid., pp. 35-36.

1 2 Ramp and Johnson, op. cit., p. 185.

1 3 Andrew D. Hosey and D. Arthur Bricker, "Discovering
and Eliminating School Shop Health Hazards," Accident

Prevention Manual for Shop Teachers, edited by William A.
Williams (Chicago, 1963), pp. 314-343.
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TABLE X

PROCEDURES EMPLOYED IN TEACHING MATERIALS HANDLING

SAFETY IN SEVEN PLASTICS LABORATORIES

Frequency With Which

Materials Handling Safety Procedure Was Employed
Teaching Procedure Always Sometimes Never

Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent

Students are made aware of
physical properties of
materials such as flamma-
bility, corrosive nature, etc. 6 85.7 1 14.3 0 0.0

Students are made aware of
any materials which are
poisonous 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Students are made aware of
any materials which may
cause allergic reactions 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Students are prohibited from
using flammable materials
near any heating device or
open flame 6 85.7 0 0.0 1 14.3

Flammable materials are
stored in areas away from
devices which produce heat
or flame 7 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Students are.instructed in
the use of fire extinguishers 1 14.3 4 57.1 2 28.6

Students are instructed in
the proper and safe storage
methods for all materials
used in the laboratory 3 42.9 4 57.1 0 0.0

Students are made aware of
the location of fire
extinguishers in the
laboratory 1 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

procedures which were always employed by six, or 85.7 per

cent, of the teachers surveyed. However, one, or 14.3 per
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cent, of the teachers indicated that students were never

prohibited from using flammable materials near any heating

device or open flame. In addition, two, or 28.6 per cent,

of the teachers indicated that students were never instruc-

ted in the use of fire extinguishers.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

This study was conducted in order to determine what

safety practices and procedures were employed in the in-

dustrial plastics laboratories in the secondary schools

of the Fort Worth Independent School District. The physical

facilities employed in teaching industrial plastics were

evaluated in terms of recommended standards, as were the

methods of safety education employed by the teachers. Rec-

ommendations were then made regarding the improvement of

facilities and safety education therein.

Chapter I introduced the study and included the need

for the study, statement of the problem, delimitations of

the study, sources of data, methods of procedure, definition

of terms, and related studies. Chapter II dealt with the

physical facilities and factors affecting safety in the

industrial plastics laboratories and included data concern-

ing teacher experience and teaching assignments, general

laboratory safety, machine and power equipment safety, and

the safe handling and storage of materials. Chapter III

was concerned with the methods of safety education employed

in the industrial plastic laboratories and included data

38
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dealing with general safety teaching procedures, machine

safety teaching procedures, and materials handling safety

teaching procedures. Chapter IV contains the summary, find-

ings, conclusions, and recommendations of the study. The

information form employed in the collection of data from

the teachers of industrial plastics in the Fort Worth Inde-

pendent School District is shown in the appendix.

Findings

The findings of this study were as follows.

1. Two, or 28.6 per cent, of the teachers had never

taken a course in plastics on the college level.

2. Seven, or 100 per cent, of the teachers stated that

the methods of safety education to which they were exposed

on the college level had at least a slight infuence upon

the methods employed by themselves.

3. None of the teachers had any previous work experience

in the plastics industry.

4. In four, or 57.1 per cent, of the laboratories, the

entire working area of the laboratory was visible from

within the teacher's office.

5. The students were provided with safety goggles and

aprons in seven, or 100 per cent, of the laboratories.

6. Only three, or 42.9 per cent, of the teachers required

students to wear aprons in class.
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7. None of the laboratories were equipped with first-

aid kits.

8. In seven, or 100 per cent, of the laboratories,

brushes were provided for use in cleaning machines and all

waste materials were removed each day.

9. Seven, or 100 per cent, of the laboratories were

equipped with fire extinguishers for use on class A, B, and

C fires.

10. The recommended floor space for a plastics laboratory

is from 75 to 125 square feet per student. Based on the

average number of students per class, the available floor

space in each of the seven laboratories ranged from 22.4 to

63.0 square feet per student.

11. In four, or 57.1 per cent, of the laboratories, the

number of work stations was less than the average number of

students per class in the laboratory.

12. Sixty six, or 61.1 per cent, of the machines in

the seven laboratories were equipped with power transmission

guards.

13. Only sixteen, or 14.8 per cent, of the machines in

the seven laboratories were equipped with point of operation

guards.

14. Five, or 71.4 per cent, of the laboratories were

equipped with vertical storage racks for storage of sheet

plastic materials.
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15. Plastic resins were stored in metal cabinets in

only two, or 28.6 per cent, of the laboratories.

16. Plastic cements were stored in metal cabinets in

only three, or 42.8 per cent, of the laboratories.

17. Finishing materials were stored in metal cabinets

in only one, or 14.3 per cent, of the laboratories.

18. Six of the thirteen recommended general safety

teaching procedures were employed often by seven, or 100

per cent, of the teachers.

19. In four, or 57.1 per cent, of the laboratories,

painted danger zones and nonskid areas were never employed

on the floor around machines.

20. Three of the seven recommended materials handling

safety teaching procedures were always employed by seven,

or 100 per cent, of the teachers.

21. Two of the seven recommended materials handling

safety teaching procedures were always employed by six, or

85.7 per cent, of the teachers.

22. In two, or 28.6 per cent, of the laboratories,

students were never instructed in the use of fire extinguishers.

Conclusions

Based upon the findings of this study, the following

conclusions were drawn.

1. The safety education methods to which the teachers

were exposed on the college level had at least a slight

effect upon the methods used by the teachers.
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2. The majority of the laboratories were equipped

with all of the recommended general safety equipment, with

the exception of first-aid kits.

3. A hazardous condition existed in each of the lab-

oratories due to the lack of sufficient floor space.

4. A hazardous condition existed in a majority of the

laboratories due to an insufficient number of work stations.

5. Although a majority of the machines located in the

laboratories were equipped with power transmission guards,

hazardous conditions existed in some laboratories due to the

absence of power transmission guards on some machines.

6. Hazardous conditions existed in relation to a

majority of the machines located in the laboratories due to

the absence of point of operation guards.

7. Hazardous conditions existed in a majority of the

laboratories due to the absence of proper storage facilities

for flammable liquids.

8. A majority of the recommended safety teaching pro-

cedures were employed to some extent by all of the teachers.

9. Hazardous conditions existed in a majority of the

laboratories due to the absence of painted danger zones and

nonskid surfaces on the floors around machines.

10. Some of the teachers never instructed students in the

use of fire extinguishers.
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Recommendations

Based upon the results of this study, the following

recommendations were made.

1. Efforts should be made to enhance the safety edu-

cation programs in industrial plastics courses on the college

level.

2. Each of the plastics laboratories in the Fort Worth

Independent School District should be equipped with a first-

aid kit.

3. More floor space and more work stations should be

provided in the industrial plastics laboratories, or the

number of students per class should be reduced, in order to

eliminate hazardous conditions caused by overcrowding.

4. Where possible, all machines and power equipment in

the plastics laboratories should be provided with power

transmission guards.

5. Where possible, all machines and power equipment in

the plastics laboratories should be equipped with point of

operation guards.

6. Proper storage facilities, preferably fireproof

metal cabinets, should be provided in each laboratory for

the storage of flammable liquids.

7. Painted danger zones and nonskid surfaces should be

employed on the floors around machines in all of the plastics

laboratories.
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8. All industrial plastics teachers should instruct

students in the proper use of fire extinguishers.



.9PPEND IX

j- -:- I 1oT
A STCUDY OCF SAETYITJ E IJNDUSTR11I'-AL SIC AbRTRE

ITH?' E SCNAY Z5HOI OF THE FORT WORTH

INDEPENDENT M11H00L DISTRICT

I. General informatisn Please answr the followIng

questions by writing your reponsei1n the space provided

after eafh question.

1. What 1 the Ihghmet a egre Awhh you hve learned

2. How many courses have yo tk IKL>n plastics on the col-

lege level?

3. How miany years have you taught industrial artk"s,

Including the current stahooyear?

4. How many years hae you taught plastics, 1n.cludng the

current school year?

5. Do you have any experience working in the plastics in-

dustry? If yes, state number of years experience.

6. How mary classes of plastc:; do you teach per year?

7. ow<any classes of incustrial arts, other thn plastics,

do you teach per year?

(' t)

45
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8w What -Ct, ppoxmae ota'l numbers of st'Cud,'ets e,,n ro-

idutr arti 2 b rss in youschoofor th)e

9 UT 0Ell 0>arrWo.I t 4>

9. 16h t Jhrsthe apoiaetotal nber of stude.,nt~s cenrIol-

Iced, in patc ore in ycmu1, school for the current

10.o T o tt e x tntc, y ou If e eI tha ,tt h e f cty eduCa ,t ion

methods .o which you w, erci eXposedI on the college level have

inlecdYourO'wn method, ornf dealing vtith saTfety in your

laboratory? Circle one response

B1) moders;te influence

Ce slight In~fluenkce

D. no influence

II. General laboratory safetytlease anwer erach question

as Lt pertains to your laboratory at the present time

Write your response in the rjpace provided or circle the

desired response

la What is the average number of students per casIn this

laboratory?

2. W1hact is the maximUn num..ber of students you havte had n

rolled in a lass In this laboratorv7y

3- What is the total usable floor sp.acefl, inl' square feet,

in this laboratory, exclusive -of storage areas, thn

roomoffice, etfgh?

(2)
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4 sn th.11 e eni refarea i'we tudnt trk visble. fr Innt.

side te teaher's ffic' YEt

5v Ho vy nriaa ork str-0-onz are provided for student

tuse A work tion could be an area on abeh or table, e

i n n a benh.,, etc''Do not Cot machines as k

6o Is eath student assigned to a specific wrk station?

YES NO

7, Iwach sUudent required to rear an apron in class?

YES NO

So Is e>h studet provided with an apron to wear?

YES NO

9. A &.e goggles provided for st t eye proteot>t e t?

YES NO

10. Is there a first aid kit ocatd .n the labo atory?

YEF NO

11. Are students required to report all accidents to the

teacher, regardless of severity? YES NO

12o Are fire extinguishers provded in the labortory?

s class A flire extinguiisher YES NO

b) class B fire extinguisher YES WO

cclass C fire extinguisher YE NO

13 Are brushes provided for use in cleaning machines?

YES 11

14 Are air hoses used to clean 'achinesi;thAcompresoed

a Ir YES 3110

(3)
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1: rave2 pprovedsaf ey

no ze? YES NO

r6. Av e waste mTteraal'u" a t, Jyshavingr, scraP

matx, t1. os tfrothe I-bort tory each day

YES NO

II47- V, Machine and power patyt Pleaseindicate

h ow - a ny of e a ch of t h e --A ch1in,-rie s 1 1teCd axr e p est'- i11n y ouir.

leaborzttory bypacn the numbe,-r in the C.0lum~n ared qan

tity. If there are no machines of acertailn type, plce

"10" in the spce Then indicate whether or not ewh< machine

in your laboraory is nqui-Ap with the appropriate guards

tthe questions pn to each guard by us.e of

a check (' inth appnropria-te colum.

NOTE tgrorxiSsicin rd fers to enclosures around

gears, belts, motors, pulleys, etc, related to the trant-

mission Of power.

e><> o f at>ln reftr to a dLvice to provide

protectVon at the point where actual cttIng, grinding,

dri1.ing, etc takes place

(j4 )
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ACilE AND POWEl Po1--sENT AFETY

3tONAERN TAS
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0r hAnd at e r i s-Pease r ndiatZ

thK eltK nt t which each Ahel sed aterIals-Js'us

your laboratory by placing D()chec v inthe ppp

fll ,13 E"It IA I
rli

IT

A.SEET PLASTIC

J71, 0

2. y

3.vinyl-

4. ABS

other (specify)

B. PLASTIC R.ESE-INS

lo polyester

3. plastisol

4c urethane

5a other (specify)

C. PLAS TIC C EMENJTS (SOLVENT~iIS)

1. methylene chloride

2., elthylc ,e .n chloride

3o Daybond Ceiae-nt3 Pt.)C.18f

(6)



64 acet >

Ps 0

other (specify)

D, FINISHING MATERIALS

o n amel

2,louer

alcohol

4.polishing cotupounds

5. lacquer thinner

6.,turpentine

other (specify)

T ?I

E, OTHERMArtEIALS

List here any other

materials not previously

mentioned

itN t I e u

(7)



s t 4 heshd lst *areu seidfor string

each te of ma t fral. It is pos s Ibl],e theat mru-re t htn jo ne

uho be used foronetyptr~e Of* mate thetk ( ) a

that ap-p;ly the sItu v"Aationi. in yo;u'r.

MATERIAL

A. H(EET PLAiSTIC

B. PLASTIC RESINS

C. PLASTIC CEMENT

METH"DA" STIORlAGE YSNO

stand vert'Ical-ly ini racks

lie fat on racks

lie flat on floor

locker for mall out-[ffs

other (sper.3ify)

lookmetal toraget c
metal cOab net without look

locked wooden storage cabinet,

-Pvooeny cabinet vrithouft look
oeI i e a ttovs

opera secifs

looked metal steor.-ageoabinet

metal cabinet without look

loc ed wooden storage cabIneti

wooden cabinet without lock

open shelves

other (SPectsify)

(05)



MATERIALS metal aut wthu l

0Cd6n wabintw KTa ft j Iek

open hle

0t rhciPCcIfy)

E. OT HER WMA TERIAlT

List here any mat-m

or s not previ-

tcylnomenti on ed

'_A_ 'Ww

(9)
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V, To Phnt safety cts tion ut itr4e you labor-

aty ase in e frqncy with wich each of the

folowig pactcesis mplycd in ywur laboratory by plat-

ing a co heC (')in the5appropri 5A2te ln

rL A FREQUENCY WITH WHICH

Tj.EACHINGPREUE PR'OCEDURE IS EMPLOYED

0T 5O 1METIME fNEVE.
1.safety talks by tecthe

2. safety rules pos-ted

3c safety rules established by

tee n given to stdentsJ

v er- balIlIY

4. allow students to help in

making sa fety rules

5 accident posters

6. visual-aids

7.safety bulleti-.n board
8. <tuey )U>fCty 0 ine

9demonstratiAon of" proper use

of machines and had tools

10t instructions relaCIng to

each phase of vmrk

. constant warthfuIess for

hazardous conditions

12. individual attention

14, other (specify)

(10)



14 ind &i t tI re '4 f< ;J it! -01 4 0
atncy -ithah Ich eath of th fo

ingprctiesis mpoyy(i yor l7,ratory by placing a

rh,,k(%v')In the a ppr opr ia teomn

MACHINE SAFETY

TEACTINfG PROCEDURE

S. studntsre Instru 61d1,n

the proper and Safe manner 

operating a machine before

they a e allowed to use it

2s sety sdcsedhn

demonstrating ho to operate

3. tngr zones ar - want ed on

f floor around machines

4. mchies re ispeteddaily

for unsafe portions

5. students are taught proper

Uts of guards and safety

devices that are on rachines-

6. students are prohibited from

talking while ocra-ing a-

machine

nonskid areas are empLoyed

on floor arod machines

8 hin-s are fastenedato

the floor securely

9. machine are color-Coded to

identify danger areas,

moving -parts, etc,

. other ( speci y)

FREQUENCY WITH WHIC
PROCED IUREl iSEPTJ1YLED

ALI-iAYS SOMETIMES NEVER

(ii )
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-leas, #yn(icat the {eqency <5h whiCh 75h of' the. folow-

in& y r l ratryby placing a

MAEIASHADIN4AFT1rEAQUv)ENrY Wl'TH lVIHI

TEACHING PROCEDURE PR(OCEDUTRE 'I[5 E]PLOYED

ALWAYS SOm4ETIMEr1S NEVER

>. udents ar: mad ret of

phsclprop,.e-rties of." materials

Such as flammab-Ility, corrosive

at:re et C

2.studlen,,ts are madfe awamre of" anyi

iatrias hich arepoistonoi-us,

3. sidents re made aware of"any

mateial;Mhch may ca-usre;,

,11e-r c reicton s

4 udents are phibited from

nr any heattIng device or

Open flame

5, ft bae materials are stored

in ares away frmdevices

which roduceheat nor flam

6. students -.are istucedin the

ure of fire e utinguis hers

students are 'instruct-ed in the

proper arid safe storage meth-

cds f or all maerIal s us ed

.other (stpccify)

~--~ r t .

Li~i i

(12)
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